Thermal behavior of modern processors is a first-order design constraint. However, accurate estimation of thermal behavior is time consuming, and techniques for accelerating performance simulations often yield inaccurate results when directly applied to thermal simulation, or do not reduce the thermal computation at all. This paper is the first to propose thermal sampling techniques. It can be integrated with existing phase-based and statistical-based architectural simulator sampling. The resulting simulator can perform accurate performance, power, and thermal characterization at close to 30 MIPS, on average, instead of 5 MIPS for the fastest sampling technique without thermal-aware sampling.
INTRODUCTION
The development of processors relies heavily on architectural simulators which allow researchers and designers to evaluate proposed ideas early in the design phase. However, these simulations are orders of magnitude slower than native execution and it is often necessary to use sampling techniques to reduce simulation time. These sampling techniques, which work well for performance-only simulation, are often slow and/or inaccurate for simulations that model thermal characteristics. The thermal characteristics of a processor affect multiple aspects of processor and system design, including maximum operating frequency, leakage power, performance throttling, and cooling solutions. As a result, without thermal simulation, it is not possible to obtain representative performance or power models.
Sampling solves the problem of slow simulation by reducing the number of instructions that need to be simulated when evaluating a proposed idea. Many studies have been done to evaluate how many instructions need to be simulated in order to accurately estimate performance. Phase-based sampling and statistical-based sampling Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. are the two basic methods of reducing the number of instructions that need to be simulated while still gathering accurate performance statistics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Martínez et al. [6] show that these sampling methods do not work well when directly applied to thermal simulation. Coskun, et al. [7] developed a phase-based simulation methodology to apply sampling to performance and power computations. It provides accurate temperature results, but does not perform thermal sampling, which leaves thermal simulation as the main bottleneck. There is no accurate thermal simulation methodology based on statistical sampling. In this paper, we 1) extend sampling to the thermal domain for both phase-based and statistical sampling, and 2) for the first time develop an accurate statistical sampling based thermal simulation (TASS: Thermal-Aware Statistical Sampling). As a result, the thermal computation demand in the simulation is reduced by 25 times. The key contribution of this paper is the proposal and development of practical implementations to perform thermal sampling. The proposed methodology leverages the slow state transition in thermal domain to address the sampling unfriendly feature of thermal domain: strong dependency on the previous states. Figure 1 shows a thermal profile for a generic application. The original thermal trace is shown with continuous lines. The performance and power sampling points are shown by circles. Each performance sample is typically thousands of instructions, while the sampling interval is tens of thousands to millions of instructions. To generate the temperature trace, previous works reconstruct the power trace and pass it to the thermal model. Consequently, with or without performance sampling, the number of thermal computations remains the same. While the previous works are oblivious to the sampling at performance stage, our proposed method integrates with it. The dashed line between each two adjacent circle in the figure is one thermal sampling interval. One round of thermal computation is enough in the proposed method to generate the temperature trace for a thermal sampling interval. This benefits the simulation in two connected ways; First, it makes it feasible to extend sampling to thermal by simplifying the integration of performance and thermal sampling. Second, it saves time by significantly reducing the number of thermal computations; We propose a framework to preserve the accuracy while applying this idea. 
BACKGROUND

Statistical-based Sampling
When sampling is used with performance modeling the goal is to produce an accurate average estimate. Some structures like caches and branch predictors require warm-up when the samples are not long enough [4] . Figure 2a shows the sequence of execution in statistical sampling process. Each sampling interval is composed of 4 execution modes (or 3 as some methods do not implement Rabbit mode, all modes described in Table 1 Statistical-based sampling encompasses power sampling as well, but is not commonly used for modeling thermal behavior. However, it has been used by Nookala, et al. for temperature-aware floorplanning [8] . They did not evaluate the overall accuracy of their sampling methodology, which was only used to help guide a floorplanning optimization algorithm. Our evaluation shows that even an enhanced Nookala methodology that considers CPI variations over time (which we call SS) does not yield accurate results as extra thermal-aware adjustments are required for sampling parameters (See Section 3). Dynamic adaptations in the architecture can be captured by statistical sampling at runtime.
Phase-based Sampling
When the samples are long enough, such as 100M instructions used in SimPoint [1] , it is not necessary to perform microarchitectural warm-up to achieve accurate performance metrics. Hence, phase-based methods go through 2 execution modes, Rabbit and Timing. The samples, called SimPoints, are gathered during the Timing mode. Figure 2b shows the modes in the sampling process. The dotted lines in the figure indicates that the simulation points and the fast-forwarding intervals are much longer in phase-based sampling compared to the statistical sampling technique. Accordingly, the number of samples are much less.
Coskun, et al. [7] proposed reconstructing the power trace using SimPoints [1] . This is done in two simulation steps after a round of offline profiling. The first one gathers performance and dynamic power for the SimPoints. The second one reuses the generated dynamic power and performance results, and reconstructs the whole program execution. The program phases that were fastforwarded are approximated with the most similar SimPoint. The second simulation step reconstructs the power trace and computes the temperature. This technique does not deploy thermal sampling, and requires modeling the temperature for the whole trace. We call this method PS.
The phase-based approach of obtaining power traces integrates very well with SimPoint when there is no need for processor adaptation based on temperature or power. However, whenever the processor performs any architectural adaptation based on power or temperature, its performance changes. Coskun, et al. [7] proposes generating the performance and power SimPoints for each possible processor state. For example, if there are 4 DVFS levels, the SimPoints need to be generated 4 times. The second simulation phase picks the correct trace to build the correct runtime power and thermal profile.
THERMAL-AWARE SAMPLING
The existing sampling based thermal simulations perform sampling, and then reconstruct the power trace. Afterwards, a full thermal computation is performed on the reconstructed power to generate a detailed temperature trace. Hence, with or without performance sampling, the thermal stage performs the same amount of computations. The slower state transitions in temperature compared to power and performance suggests the potential for having fewer thermal computations. Previous works have recognized this, and most of them average the power for 10K to 1M cycles. Then the thermal computation is performed once for that timestep [8] [9] [10] . The timestep is set to be around an order of magnitude smaller than the thermal time constant (TC) to provide accurate transients, avoiding thermal computations for every cycle. Nevertheless, while sampling methods drastically reduce the time spent on performance simulation, the execution time for thermal simulation remains a limiting factor to improve the simulation speed.
TASS Method
We extend sampling to the thermal stage. The main challenge is that unlike performance sampling, temperature sampling requires a very long warmup. In other words, temperature has a strong dependency on previous state, which is at odds with the idea of sampling. However, as mentioned earlier, temperature state changes much more slowly than power and performance. This is leveraged to avoid excessive thermal computations. We start explaining the methodology with the statistical sampling technique. A similar concept is applicable to the phase-based technique which will be discussed later.
In general, precise estimation of temperature at time T 1 = t depends on correct estimation of three parameters:
• temperature at time T 0 = t − δ, • power consumption for the (T 0 : T 1 ) interval, and • the length of the interval, δ. For sampling, δ is the length of thermal interval. With longer δ, more distribution information will be skipped. Therefore, δ can be adjusted for appropriate trade off between speed and accuracy. We set the length of thermal interval equal to the performance sampling intervals (T Pr = 1, explained later in this section). Note that thermal intervals shorter than performance intervals do not provide more accurate temperature trace. The reason is that smaller thermal intervals than the sampling interval do not contain more power distribution information. This is something that previous work has neglected, and as a result they use a constant timestep which is independent of the performance sampling interval.
We synchronize the beginning of thermal and performance intervals. The only temperature value computed for the thermal interval is located at the end of the interval. Note that the correct estimation of temperature at T 0 itself is interdependent on the previous power and δ values. Therefore, the main challenge is the correct estimation of Power and Time for each interval. However, these values are only available for the samples (T ) rather than the whole inter-val. We use a weighted moving average to estimate power and time for a thermal interval, as formulated in Equation 1.
Θ and θ stand for estimated and measured value respectively. Note that the estimated value will be used as the representative value for a whole interval (a full RW DT sequence). The measured value is the value gathered only during the sampling (T mode). n is the history size, which determines how many measured samples are used in calculation of the estimated value for the current interval.
Thermal-aware filtering for power
By estimating power values for the fast forwarded points in intervals, the power trace is reconstructed. In our experiments, we set n = 7 in Equation 1. We use the measured power from intervals i to i − 7 to obtain an estimated power for the whole interval i. Averaging the power values also works as a filtering mechanism to smooth high frequency power spikes. We propose the filtering because power spikes in the samples affect the reconstructed trace, which can increase the error in the reconstructed temperature even more, given that temperature effects tend to stay longer due to the TC effect. Instead of applying a filter, we could increase the length of each sample (i.e. simulating more instructions for each sample). However, it would be at the cost of longer simulation time, as detailed timing simulation is slow. The simple filtering process relaxes the demand for longer sampling length, while still providing stable estimations. As the evaluation in Section 5 shows, the recommended performance-driven statistical-sampling parameters (SS) yields inaccurate results due to this spike sensitivity during reconstruction.
Timeline Reconstruction
The length of sampling intervals are always a fixed number of instructions (Table 4 ). However, due to the time variant nature of the CPI, the actual length of each interval in terms of cycles varies. To estimate the length of each interval, Equation 1 is used with measured CPI values from last 7 intervals. Given the estimated CPI for interval i, we can estimate the number of cycles (Cyc) for the interval using Equation 2. The timeline of the execution is reconstructed by estimating the length of each interval (δ). Eventually the time at the end of each interval (T ) is estimated as formulated in Equation 2.
Sampling Parameters
SMARTS [4] specifies the length of each sample and the sampling intervals based on the observed variability in the program behavior (IPC). We use the same methodology. In addition, the coefficient of variability of the power samples can also be used to guide the parameter selection. Our observation is that longer samples need to be measured to provide stable temperature results. Table 4 shows the parameters.
Thermal phases are longer than performance phases [6] . This implies using even longer thermal intervals than performance intervals. We define the natural value T Pr ≥ 1 to be ratio of the thermal to performance sampling interval. For example, T Pr = 2 means that each thermal interval is as long as 2 performance intervals in terms of number of instructions. We run a set of experiments with different thermal sampling intervals, while performance sampling intervals stay the same. The results are shown in Figure 3 . The y-axis shows the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of comparing the resultant thermal traces against the shortest thermal interval of 10K. The results confirm that as long as the thermal statistics are gathered at the end of thermal interval, where the temperature is estimated, longer thermal sampling intervals can be tolerated. As a results, T Pr > 1 can be used to even further accelerate the simulation speed. Practically T Pr = 3 still generates accurate results. This means that the thermal interval is around 15M cycles, which is longer than thermal time constant of the package we model. This is the first time that a thermal simulation can run with a timestep longer than TC and preserve accuracy. 
TAPS Method
As mentioned in Section 2.2, Coskun et al. [7] proposed a power reuse method to reconstruct the power model for phase-based methods. The distance between samples in phase-based sampling is longer and variable (each sample is typically in order of 10M to 100M instructions and the distance between samples could be billions of instructions). Martínez et al. [6] point to the validity of reporting the metrics only at samples as long as the initial temperature for each sample is set to the correct value. So fast-forwarding through the intermediate points and estimating the temperature for the end of the interval between samples (i.e. beginning of next sample) avoids multifold thermal computations, and speeds up the simulation as a result. For fast-forwarding, a faster but less accurate thermal simulation can be achieved by either performing thermal simulation on a coarser grain floorplan, or with a longer time step. We only perform the latter because this is enough to reduce the thermal simulation time to a small percentage of the total simulation time. Table 2 lists the methods we evaluate in this work. SS uses the same sampling parameters as suggested in [4] . Both PS and SS methods perform thermal computation after reconstructing power trace with 100K cycle timestep. For performance simulation, we use a modified version of SESC [11] that uses QEMU [12] as the functional emulator executing SPARC instructions. The simulator offers 4 different execution modes, explained in Table 1 , to support sampling. We configure SESC to pass activity counters to McPAT [13] (every 100K instructions max) which we use for calculating power. We use a modified version of SESCTherm [14] to scale leakage power consumption according to temperature and device properties. We simulate two processors: one is an Intel Nehalem-like high performance (HP) core, and the other is an AMD Bobcat-like low power (LP) mobile processor (Table 3) . Table 4 shows the sampling and the thermal simulation parameters respectively. For Dynamic Thermal Management (DTM), we implement thermal throttling. When the chip temperature exceeds a threshold (363K and 348K for HP and LP configurations respectively), the processor gates the clock to prevent physical damage until the temperature drops under the defined threshold. The benchmarks that we selected from CPU2000 and CPU2006 suites are shown in Table 5 . We also use the same set of metrics presented in [6] for the evaluation, namely maximum temperature, reliability (aggregated EM, SM, TC, T DDB, NBT I), and power. For power, we report the aggregation of leakage and dynamic power. 
SIMULATION SETUP
EVALUATION
For each method we evaluate its accuracy, simulation speed and the impact of thermal triggered adaptations on the overall simulation speed. Thermal throttling and its impact on performance is also evaluated. The results of LP and HP processor configurations are averaged together, because they are statistically similar.
Accuracy
We have clustered the benchmarks in categories shown in Table 5. The accuracy of each benchmark is calculated in comparison with Full and average result for each category is reported. We also report the minimum and maximum error for each category.
For SS, the spikes adversely affect the instantaneous metrics such as maxT . TASS generates accurate maxT results which is indicative of the effectiveness of thermal-aware power filtering and reconstruction. The average metrics like Power or Reliability are less sensitive to spikes as expected. The SS results in very high IPC error. The reason is that temperature spikes trigger the thermal throttling DTM mechanism. Thermal throttling gates the processor clock to allow for it to cool down. This has performance impact. When we disable the thermal throttling, the IPC error of SS and TASS are similar. On average, TAPS reaches the same order of accuracy as PS, 6.7% vs. 4.7%. Both TAPS and PS methods could benefit from extracting shorter SimPoints, e.g., 10M instruction. However, we only run the experiments with the recommended configuration. On average, across all the benchmarks and metrics, TASS outperforms other evaluated methods in terms of accuracy with 3.6% average error.
We also compute the breakdown of accuracy of the mean temperature across the chip for two different Confidence Intervals (CI) of 95% and 99.7%. The results show that even choosing a confidence level of 99.7%, the average CI equals ± 0.17 for mean of 40.50 (Max CI = 1.02 for gcc06, mean 38.79). This means that with 99.7% confidence that the result has less than 1C difference even for the worst case application.
Simulation Speed
The sampling methods are intended to minimize slow D and T detailed and timing simulation modes, and maximize the use of fast W and R modes (see Table 1 ). The thermal-aware methods also try to minimize the number of calls to the thermal model. The last column in Table 6 shows the simulation speed for each method on average across all the benchmarks. TASS has a maximum speed of 30 MIPS and an average speed of 18 MIPS, while TAPS has a maximum of 50 MIPS and an average of 30 MIPS. SS and PS are slower as they do not deploy thermal sampling and fast-forwarding. Also the spikes in SS trigger DTM, and lowers the simulation speed. Full runs at 0.76 MIPS on average. These results are generated with T PR = 2 (explained in Section 3) for TASS, which translates to thermal fast-forwarding of 10M instructions. For TAPS there are two different fast-forwarding rates as the samples are much longer and placed farther from each other. Within the samples, the fastforward is set to 4M instructions, and for the intermediate points between the samples it is set to 40M. Extending sampling to thermal stage accelerates simulation speed around 7 times, while the accuracy degrades from 4.7% to 6.7% on average. It also affects the maximum error with the same rate. Table 6 shows the breakdown of execution time for each simulation mode, as well as the simulation speed with and without thermal sampling. The execution time with thermal for thermal-aware methods (TAPS and TASS) is an order of magnitude less compared to their thermal-unaware counterparts (PS and SS). SS without thermal is faster than TASS as the sampling parameter for TASS is adjusted for thermal accuracy. The execution time at different stages of simulation is distributed more or less evenly in the same order with thermal time now being around 25% of total execution time for both methods. Longer continuous instruction in each mode provides a better opportunity for QEMU to optimize the functional simulation and chain basic blocks. Our experiments show that modeling a system with the number of dynamic architectural states equal or greater than 4, TASS achieves faster speed than TAPS. In such a case, TASS is both faster and more accurate. Figure 5 shows the trend of speed regarding the number of dynamic reconfigurations.
Full Trace Reconstruction
Thus far, we reported the results with the thermal sampling tuned for speed (T Pr = 2), which have accurate results at thermal samples. We also tune the parameters to have a fully accurate reconstructed thermal trace, which is important to the time − varient category of studies, e.g. evaluation of Dynamic Thermal Management (DTM) methods. We set T Pr = 1 for TASS to have the same performance and thermal sampling intervals. For TAPS, we apply the same 4M fast-forwarding for all the samples. This results in an average error of 5.7%, while the speed is 14 and 23 MIPS for TASS and TAPS respectively. Figure 6 shows the accuracy of each method, and Figure 7 depicts the thermal trace for four benchmarks. 
Thermal Throttling Effect
In addition to thermal behavior, throttling impacts performance as well. Table 7 shows the IPC with and without thermal throttling. It also provides the percentage of time that the processor spends in throttling. For TASS, the throttling time is fed back to the performance simulator to calculate the impact on IPC. This is possible because TASS does both performance and thermal simulation in one pass. Table 7 : Impact of thermal throttling on performance.
CONCLUSION
This paper shows the necessity of applying sampling to thermal simulation in order to increase productivity by accelerating thermal simulation in architecture level. It proposes a thermal sampling method that is applicable to both statistical and phase-based sampling techniques. The evaluation shows that the newly proposed thermal-aware sampling methods, TASS and TAPS, outperform existing thermally-unaware methods to estimate performance, power, and thermal characteristics, achieving a simulation speeds of 18 and 30 MIPS respectively on average. Without thermal-aware sampling simulation speed is less than 5 MIPS. With thermal-aware sampling the thermal simulation overhead is reduced by 25 times. TASS also has advantages in addition to fast simulations. First, it is more accurate than PS, SS, and TAPS. Second, the simulation speed is independent of the number of dynamic states of system (e.g number of DVFS states). We plan to make our simulation infrastructure available for other researchers to use.
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